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ABSTRACT
A transoceanichydrographicsectionacross the North Atlantic Subpolar gyre fromVigo (northwest-
ern Iberian Peninsula) to Cape Farewell (south of Greenland)was sampled in summer 1997 as part of
the World Ocean Circulation Experiment program (WOCE A25, 4x cruise). The circulation pattern
across the 4x section is diagnosed using inverse methods. The  ow is constrained with measured
mass transportsat speci c sites, while conservingmass and salt for the region north of the section and
forcing the silicate  ux to a reasonable value. The  uxes of physical (heat and freshwater) and
chemical (nutrientsand oxygen) properties are estimated and decomposed into barotropic, baroclinic
and horizontal components. The heat transport amounts to 0.65 6 0.1 PW poleward, with 54% and
45% of the  ux due to the baroclinic (or overturning) and horizontal circulation, respectively. From
the salt conservation, an equatorward freshwater transport of 20.4 6 1.5 Sv is estimated, resulting
from net precipitation plus runoff over the North Atlantic Ocean north of the section. The Subpolar
gyre exports nutrients and oxygen southward toward the Subtropical ocean at rates of 250 6 19,
26 6 2, 226 6 15 and 21992 6 440 kmol s2 1 for nitrate, phosphate, silicate and oxygen,
respectively. The main mechanism responsible for the nutrient transport is the overturning cell,
whereas oxygen is mainly transported southward due to the large-scale horizontal circulation.
Combining our  uxes with those from the 36N section (Rintoul and Wunsch, 1991) allows us to
examine budgets of physical (heat and freshwater) and chemical (nitrogen and oxygen)properties for
an enclosed area of the Subpolar and Temperate North Atlantic. The tentative nitrogen budget for the
box between the 4x and the 36N sections suggests that the Temperate North Atlantic is exporting
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organicnitrogen toward the Subtropicaland the Subpolar provinces,which is consistentwith indirect
evidence.
1. Introduction
The importance of the North Atlantic Ocean in the context of the world ocean
thermohaline circulation and in global climate change is well known (e.g., Broecker and
Denton, 1989; Dickson and Brown, 1994; Schmitz, 1996). The northern North Atlantic is a
key water mass formation region: the Denmark Strait Over ow Water (DSOW) and
Iceland-ScotlandOver ow Water (ISOW), and Labrador Sea Water (LSW) are formed by
cooling, sinking and mixing and ultimately  ow southward through the North Atlantic in
the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) as North Atlantic Deep Water. Hence, this
lower limb of the “ConveyorBelt” constitutesa major pathway for the meridional transport
at depth of heat, freshwater and chemical constituents, such as nutrients or oxygen. The
compensating shallow northward transport is carried by the North Atlantic Current (NAC),
an extension of the Gulf Stream north of Cape Hatteras.
The present work is based on observations along the southern boundary of the North
Atlantic SubpolarGyre made as part of theWorld Ocean CirculationExperiment (WOCE).
The main goal of WOCE is to determine the large-scale oceanic circulation as a basis for
developing and testing ocean circulation models and coupled climate-change models.
Therefore, reliable estimates of heat and freshwater  uxes in the northern Atlantic Ocean
are of particular importance. In addition,  uxes of nutrients and oxygen in this area provide
valuable information about the processes controlling the biogeochemical cycles in the
North Atlantic.
Here we present results on heat, freshwater, nutrient and oxygen  uxes across the
southern boundary of the Subpolar North Atlantic gyre in a section from Vigo (northwest-
ern Iberian Peninsula) to Cape Farewell (southern tip of Greenland) (Fig. 1). The cruise,
called 4x because it repeated section 4 sampled during the IGY (Dietrich, 1969), was
carried out in August 1997 on board the RRS Discovery. Data collection and processing
procedures are given by Bacon (1998).
A major dif culty in obtaining reliable  uxes of any property is the determination of the
velocity  eld. In this work we adjust an “initial guess” for the geostrophic velocity  eld
with measurements of mass transports in the area and then we develop an inverse model
using additional constraints in order to obtain our “best estimate” of the circulation. The
main purposes of the present work are to examine the physical and chemical  uxes across
the southern boundary of the Subpolar North Atlantic gyre, to compare them with the
magnitude of their corresponding sources, to identify the mechanisms responsible for the
transport of each property and to assess the overall budgets in the North Atlantic by
combining our results with those from other sections in the area.
In this regard, several studies have addressed the magnitude of heat, freshwater and
chemical properties in the North Atlantic, with special emphasis on the Subtropical gyre
(Brewer et al., 1989; Hall and Bryden, 1982; Lav õ´ n et al., 1998;Martel and Wunsch, 1993;
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Rintoul and Wunsch, 1991; Roemmich and Wunsch, 1985) but few studies have been
conducted in the northern North Atlantic (Bacon, 1997; Stoll et al., 1996).
2. Components of the  uxes







where TProp is the property transport, calculated by integrating the product of the property
concentration (Prop), the velocity orthogonal to the section (v) and the in-situ density
(rS,T,P) from Vigo to Cape Farewell over the entire water column (that is, from the surface,
0, to the bottom depth, 2H). The triangular area remaining below the deepest common
level at each pair of stations is treated separately: the transport in the bottom triangles is
calculated by multiplying the velocity at the deepest common level by the bottom triangle
area and a weighted average of each property in the bottom triangle.
The velocity  eld is assumed to be geostrophically balanced except for the wind-driven
Ekman layer. For calculating the geostrophic velocity with the thermal wind equation,
CTD data (recorded every 2 db for temperature, salinity and pressure) are smoothed to
20 db intervals. Chemical data obtained at bottle depths are linearly interpolated to 20 db
Figure 1. Station locations from the 4x cruise with the 36N (solid line) and CONVEX (dashed line)
sections from Rintoul and Wunsch (1991) and Bacon (1997), respectively. IAP stands for Iberian
Abyssal Plain, CGFZ for Charlie-GibbsFracture Zone and EGC for East Greenland Current.
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intervals so as to match the physical  elds. We make the assumption that the property
distributions below the upper 100–200 db are unin uenced by the seasonal cycle and
represent long-term distributions in order to obtain a climatological estimate of the mass,
heat, freshwater and chemical transports from a single section. The upper Ekman layer will
be treated separately, as explained below.
In order to understand the processes leading the transports, we have separated the
geostrophic  uxes into components as introduced by Roemmich and Wunsch (1985),
Bryden et al. (1991), Saunders and Thompson (1993) and Bryden (1993). The geostrophic
transport of any property can be broken up into 3 parts, a barotropic term due to the net
transport across the section; a baroclinic term due to the horizontally averaged vertical
structure; and  nally, a horizontal term due to the residual  ow after the barotropic and
baroclinic components have been subtracted, which is associated with the horizontal
variations about the baroclinic pro le. The barotropic transport is associated with the net
mass transport through the section, whereas the baroclinic and horizontal have no net mass
 ow. The baroclinic and horizontal transports are, respectively, associated with the
meridional overturning circulation and the large-scale gyre circulation including smaller
scale eddies. To quantify these components, the orthogonal velocity, v, and each property,
Prop, are separated into a section-averaged value (^v# & and ^Prop&, respectively), a
baroclinic pro le of zonally averaged values at each depth (^v&( z) and ^Prop&( z)), and the
deviations from zonal averages (anomalies) for each pair of stations and depth (v9( x, z)
and Prop9( x, z)). Hence,
v 5 ^v# & 1 ^v&~z! 1 v9~x, z! Prop 5 ^Prop& 1 ^Prop&~z! 1 Prop9~x, z!. (2)
The corresponding transports are calculated as:
1. Barotropic component:
rS,T,P^v# &^Prop& E L~z!dz (3a)
2. Baroclinic component:
E rS,T,P^v&~ z!^Prop&~z!L~z!dz (3b)
3. Horizontal component:
E rS,T,Pv9~ x, z!Prop9~x, z!dzdx (3c)
where L( z) is the width of the section at each depth and * L( z)dz is the area of the section.
Mass transport is expressed in Sverdrups (106m3 s21), so density is not introduced in its
calculations. The heat transport is given in PetaWatts (PW 5 1015Watts), so the speci c
heat capacity at constant pressure (Cp) is used in the temperature version of Eq. 3. The salt
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 uxes are given in Mkg s21 (106 kg s21) and  nally, the transports of the chemical
properties, nutrients and oxygen are given in kmol s21 (103mol s21). Throughout,we use
the convention that positive  uxes refer to northward transports orthogonal to the section.
The Ekman transport of any property is calculated as:
TProp
Ek 5 E tf rS,T ,PPropEkdx (4)
where t is the cross-section wind stress component, f the Coriolis parameter and PropEk is
the mean value of each property in the Ekman layer, taken as 75 db. In the case of mass
transport no density is included; for the heat transport Cp is included in the integral. In
order to obtain a climatological mean of the circulation, we calculate the seasonal mean
Ekman transport, and the corresponding annual mean. Seasonal means for the east and
northward wind components were obtained from the Southampton Oceanography Centre
(SOC) wind climatology (Josey et al., 2002). As our cruise was performed in late summer
in order to avoid any bias in the Ekman transport, we coupled the seasonal wind stress
values with the mean seasonal values of each property in the upper 75 db taken from the
World Ocean Atlas 1998 data set (Ocean Climate Laboratory, NOAA) to estimate seasonal
values of property transports and then averaged the seasonal transports to obtain the annual
average Ekman property transports.
3. Determination of the velocity  eld
a. Approximation
In this section we will describe the process for deriving the closest-to-reality estimate of
the velocity  eld. This becomes our “initial guess” to be introduced in an inverse model
with additional constraints to obtain the “best estimate” of the circulation. Because
circulation schemes based on minimal adjustment velocities resulting from under-
determined least-squares solutions are dependent on the initial choice of reference levels
(Rintoul and Wunsch, 1991) careful attention must be paid to de ne our “initial guess.”
Table 1 summarizes the evolution of the velocity  eld toward the “initial guess,” giving an
overview of the adjustments or modi cations applied and these are explained in detail in
the following paragraphs.
The  rst geostrophic velocity  eld was calculated referenced to a Level of No Motion
(LNM) situated at a constant pressure level equal to 3200 db. This LNM was taken
following Saunders (1982) who states that for the eastern North Atlantic a deep LNM at
3200 db is satisfactory and cannot be distinguished from a shallower reference level given
the errors in computing the geostrophic transport. The net mass transport across the section
calculated with this  rst LNM was 66 Sv (Table 1), clearly an unrealistic overestimation.
Next we proceeded to adjust the LNM everywhere except for the Iberian Abyssal Plain
stations. A LNM at s25 36.94 kg m
23 (Fig. 2b) was applied in accordance with Bacon’s
(1997) analysis where this LNM minimized the volume  ux divergence in a box de ned in
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the northern North Atlantic. Then, the resulting net mass transport of 15 Sv was uniformly
distributed across the section to make the net mass  ux be zero. This uniform barotropic
velocity added everywhere was20.13 cm s21 (Table 1).
Based on direct observations and reliable estimates of mass transport in speci c areas
crossed by the section, we adjusted the mass  ux at three locations: the Iberian Abyssal
Plain (IAP), the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone (CGFZ) and the western boundary region
within 110 km of Greenland in the East Greenland Current (EGC) (Fig. 1). Speci cally,
because the eastern North Atlantic constitutes a cul-de-sac for waters below 2000 m, we
adjusted the velocity in the stations located over the IAP to have no mass transport below
the s2 5 37 kg m
23 surface (Fig. 2b), which effectively coincides with the 2000 db
pressure level. The second adjustment is in the western boundary region in the EGC, where
we applied a barotropic correction over the whole water column within 110 km of
Greenland to obtain a total EGC  ow of 225 Sv, as proposed by Bacon (1997) from a
combination of ADCP measurements and historical hydrographic data in the area. The
third adjustment was made over the CGFZ to reproduce the deep transport value given by
Saunders (1994) of 22.4 Sv below su 5 27.8 kg m
23 (Fig. 2b). The net volume and salt
 uxes across the 4x section after these considerations are 2.13 Sv and 91 Mkg s21
(Table 1).
Instead of the requirement for zero mass transport across the section, we consider the
northern North Atlantic to be a closed basin, and hence, a better constraint should be the
conservation of salt, which is not affected by the transport into or out of the region by
Runoff, Precipitation and Evaporation (R 1 P - E). There are three areas where oceanic
water can leave or enter the Arctic: through the Bering Strait (Coachman and Aagaard,
1989; Roach et al., 1995), through the CanadianArchipelago (Fissel et al., 1988) and as ice
or water between Greenland and Europe. The larger terms are the Bering Strait  ow into
the Arctic (about 1 Sv) and the CanadianArchipelagoThrough ow (about 1–2 Sv from the
Arctic). In this study we assume the net  ow between Greenland and Europe must be small
Table 1. Evolution of the velocity  eld toward the “initial guess” circulation. The evolution in  ve
steps is described as changes to the Level of No Motion (LNM), barotropic adjustments for the
whole section or for selective areas (Iberian Abyssal Plain (IAP), Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone
(CGFZ), and East GreenlandCurrent (EGC)). The correspondingmass and salt transports are also








Press5 3200 db 0 66 2401
s2 5 36.94 except IAP 0 15 562
s2 5 36.94 except IAP 20.13 0 11
IAP 0.09
s2 5 36.94 except IAP CGFZ 2.26 2.13 91
EGC 24.81
s2 5 36.94 except IAP 20.02 20.36 0
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(06 1 Sv), as in Bacon (1997), Fu (1981), Lav õ´ n et al. (1998),Martel and Wunsch (1993),
Rintoul (1988) and Wunsch et al. (1983). With this assumption the previous salt transport
(91 Mkg s21) can be compensated by a small uniform barotropic velocity over the whole
section of20.02 cm s21 (Table 1).
Figure 2. (a) Barotropic corrections (cm s2 1) obtained from the inverse model, with the selected
solution as a solid line. (b) Vertical distribution of the geostrophic velocity  eld in cm s21 across
the 4x section.Note in Figure 2b the expandedview of the eastern boundary.Shaded areas indicate
south or southwestward velocities. Geographic areas are highlighted: MAR stands for Mid-
Atlantic Ridge and CGFZ for Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone. Note the different scale for the
upper 1000 db. In both Figure 2a and 2b the upper axis shows some station positions, indicated in
Figure 1.
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The velocity  eld obtained after this set of adjustments is considered as the “initial
guess” and the corresponding transports are shown in Table 2. The salt transport is
negligible so the mass transport (20.36 Sv) denotes the R 1 P - E balance, pointing to an
excess of precipitation plus runoff over evaporation in the northern North Atlantic.
Over this “initial guess” circulation minor reference level velocity corrections will be
applied to adjust the circulation and to satisfy a suite of constraints in an inverse model.
The inverse method (Wunsch, 1978, 1996) determines a set of reference level velocities
that satisfy given constraints on the  ow; here the unknown velocities are found solving a
system of linear equations using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
Tre´guer et al. (1995) estimated the riverine input of silicate into the world ocean to be
177 6 58 kmol s21. Considering, a total river  ux into the world ocean of 39.7 z
1018 cm3 y21and 5.8 z 1018 cm3 y21 into theArctic and northernNorth Atlantic (Baumgart-
ner and Reichel, 1975), the corresponding input of silicate into these basins is about
26 kmol s21. Thus, the southward silicate  ux of2105 kmol s21 obtained from the “initial
guess” pattern of circulation (Table 2) seems signi cantly high, and we use the inverse
method to constrain the silicate  ux to be 226 kmol s21 while conserving mass and salt
(i.e., three constraints in total).
We are aware that silicate is not strictly conservative, since it is an important chemical
requirement for certain biota such as diatoms and radiolaria. However, most of the
biogenic silica is dissolved in the water column, because the ocean is highly undersaturated
in silicate, and only about 3% of the biologically produced silica is buried in the sediments
(Nelson et al., 1995; Tre´guer et al., 1995). In this connection, treating silicate as
conservative is congruous with the present understandingof biogenic processes.
In solving the system of linear equations with SVD, the three equations are scaled by
their norm, or row scaled, i.e. the three constraints are equally important, so no additional
weighting is introduced. The relative importance of the unknowns with respect to each
other, or column scaling, can be treated in different forms as described for example in
Wunsch (1996) and Holfort and Siedler (2001). The method we use is to treat the
barotropic transports as unknowns and scale them by the square root of the total area
Table 2. “Initial guess” transports across the 4x section. Units are Sv (106 m3 s2 1), PW (101 5 W),
Mkg s21 (106 kg s21 ) and kmol s2 1 (103 mol s2 1).
Barotropic Bottom Tr. Ekman Baroclinic Horizontal Final
Mass—Sv 5.06 24.04 21.38 0.00 0.00 20.36
Heat—PW 0.11 20.04 20.06 0.41 0.27 0.69
Salt—Mkg s2 1 184.1 2147.1 249.9 6.4 6.4 0.0
NO3—kmol s
21 87 267 28 278 4 263
PO4—kmol s
21 6 25 21 26 21 27
SiO4—kmol s
21 83 255 27 2179 53 2105
O2—kmol s
21 1323 21197 2384 2468 21104 21829
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between station pairs, which is equivalent to weighting each station pair equally regardless
of its area.
Finally, the constraints are not solved exactly because that can lead to an unrealistic
circulation pattern. It must be taken into account that the constraints are approximations
with a certain degree of uncertainty, both in the direct measurements and in the assump-
tions. In contrast, we search for the simplest consistent solution,minimizing the variance in
the reference level velocities from their initial values. The degree of stringency in imposing
the constraints is given by the rank of the solution matrix, i.e., the rank of the matrix with
the new barotropic velocities. A high rank means that the system is exactly solved, but this
can magnify the errors and produce unrealistically high and variable velocity adjustments.
In contrast, with a low matrix rank the system is solved with a high degree of uncertainty
and the solutions can be considered inaccurate. Therefore, we search for an optimal rank
that satis es the constraints rather precisely and introduces a relatively low noise in the
 nal barotropic velocities.
In this case, we have selected the solutionwhich takes into account the  rst two singular
values or eigenvalues of the SVD (two out of three), which satisfy the constraints within
99.9% and introduce less noise than the exact solution, especially at the western and
eastern limits of the section (Fig. 2a). The  nal barotropic adjustments have a mean value
of 20.05 cm s21 with a standard deviation of 0.13 cm s21. In summary, in order to
decrease the initial  ux of silicate (2105 kmol s21, Table 2) to 226 kmol s21 the
reference level velocity corrections increase the northward  ux of high silicate water in the
IAP area, where the highest silicate concentrations are reported (A´lvarez et al., 2002), and
slightly decrease the northward transport across the rest of the section. The  nal velocities
(Fig. 2b) and transports (Table 3) will be discussed in the following sections. An
assessment of the sources of uncertainty of our calculations is detailed in the Appendix.
The maximum error estimated for each property  ux is also given in Table 3.
b. Flow  eld across the 4x section
In this section we focus upon the distribution of the best-estimate geostrophic velocity
and the mechanisms responsible for the meridional circulation across the 4x section. The
Table 3. “Best estimate” transports and corresponding errors across the 4x section. Units are Sv
(106 m3 s21 ), PW (101 5 W), Mkg s21 (106 kg s21 ) and kmol s2 1 (103 mol s2 1).
Barotropic Bottom Tr. Ekman Baroclinic Horizontal Final Error
Mass—Sv 5.26 24.28 21.38 0.00 0.00 20.40 1.48
Heat—PW 0.11 20.04 20.06 0.37 0.31 0.69 0.11
Salt—Mkg s21 191.3 2155.8 249.9 5.8 7.8 20.8 6.7
NO3—kmol s
2 1 90 271 28 266 4 250 19
PO4—kmol s
2 1 6 25 21 25 21 26 2
SiO4—kmol s
21 86 257 27 2112 62 226 15
O2—kmol s
2 1 1375 21268 2384 2480 21235 21992 440
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absolute velocity  eld (Fig. 2b) exhibits a columnar nature, with alternating  ows
intensi ed in the upper 1000 db re ecting mesoscale eddies. Similar results are commonly
obtained from inverse computations (e.g., Fu´, 1981; Rintoul and Wunsch, 1991;Wunsch et
al., 1983).
Although not clearly differentiated in Figure 2b, a strong current carries water south-
ward between 400–700 db along the Iberian coast with a speed between 30 and 40 cm s21.
This  ux can be ascribed to the variable and seasonally dependent Portugal Current (Arhan
et al., 1994; Krauss and Ka¨se, 1984; Richardson, 1983). At about 70 km offshore appears a
remarkable poleward slope current about 1000 db deep, the Portugal Coastal Countercur-
rent, with maximum values around 12 cm s21. This current has been described in spring as
well as in winter by several authors (Ambar et al., 1986; Frouin et al., 1990; Haynes and
Barton, 1990) and mainly carries Mediterranean Water northwards (Daniault et al., 1994;
Maze´ et al., 1997; Zenk and Armi, 1990). Northward velocities predominate in the rest of
the Iberian Basin except for two mesoscale eddies about 500 db deep and 300 km wide
located around stations 28 and 34 (Fig. 2b). These eddies have warmer temperatures in
their cores than in the surroundings, revealing their anticyclonic rotation. Similar me-
soscale features have been described by Arhan et al. (1994) in the Iberian Basin and called
“winter intensi ed anticyclones,” which are likely formed from instabilities of the NAC
farther north (Krauss, 1986; Krauss and Ka¨se, 1984; Sy et al., 1992). Below 2000 db in the
IAP a cyclonic circulation is suggested in this basin as also observed by long-term current
meter measurements (Dickson et al., 1985) and also postulatedby an inverse model for this
basin (Paillet and Mercier, 1997).
The latitudinal band between 40N and 55N constitutes an area of great oceanographic
interest because it is the transition between the North Atlantic Subtropical and Subpolar
gyres. Observations con rm the permanent existence of a northern branch of the NAC
located above the CGFZ; we estimate a maximum speed of 16 cm s21 in the NAC over the
CGFZ. Several current branches of less than 100 km wide can be distinguished above the
western  ank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) around stations 52 and 56, con rming the
observations of Sy et al. (1992). On the eastern  ank of the MAR, between stations 46 and
50 a strong cyclonic eddy is distinguished in the upper 800 db.
The CGFZ constitutes the passage of deep water from the northeast Atlantic into the
western basin. This  ow supplies a mixture of Iceland-Scotland Over ow Water and
Eastern North Atlantic Deep Water (A´lvarez et al., 2002) ultimately to the DWBC, so
it is an important branch of the southward return  ow of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (Dickson and Brown, 1994; Schmitz and McCartney, 1993;
Smethie and Swift, 1989). However, reversals of the  ow, turning eastward, have been
reported and related to interactions between the CGFZ through ow and the NAC
(Saunders, 1994; Schott et al., 1999). As we forced the circulation to correspond to a
climatological mean value, the deep  ow in the CGFZ is directed southwestward with a
maximum speed of 28 cm s21.
The cyclonic circulation in the upper 500 db of the Irminger Basin is resolved by the
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model solution, with a northward  ow above the western slope of the ReykjanesRidge and
a strong southward  ow over the whole water column in the EGC region. Lying against the
lower part of the Greenland slope, the bottom-trapped current associated with the
DSOW  ow below 2000 db has a maximum speed of 220 cm s21. This is a bit lower
than the values reported by Dickson and Brown (1994) from a current meter array at
the slope of Cape Farewell. In the surface layer, along the continental margin of
Greenland, the EGC occupies the upper 800 db over the slope with a maximum speed
of 248 cm s21.
As previously noted, the baroclinic or overturning  ux is linked to the global Conveyor
Belt, whereas the horizontal  ux is ascribed to the large-scale gyre circulation. In this
sense, the vertical pro le of zonally integrated mass transport and the horizontal pro le of
vertically integrated mass transport across the 4x section are shown in Figure 3. Regarding
the baroclinic structure (Fig. 3a), the overall pattern consists of a northward  ux of 14.8 Sv
in the upper layers. Below 3200 db a weak northward  ow of 1.7 Sv occurs over the IAP.
The upper northward  ux is effectively compensated by a southward  ux of 216.5 Sv
between 1100 db and 3200 db, and this depth interval includes LSW and the two over ows
crossing the section, DSOW and ISOW, that ultimately join together in the DWBC. Thus
Figure 3a portrays the overturning circulation across the Subpolar gyre. In the same way as
detailed in the Appendix, the estimated error in this overturning circulation is 216.5 6
3.6 Sv. Higher variability was reported by Koltermann et al. (1999) from an analysis of
three sections in the northern North Atlantic at three distinct periods of deep convection in
the Labrador Sea, which they hypothesized would affect the size of the meridional
overturning circulation.
Figure 3b shows the horizontally integratedmass transport accumulated from zero at the
east (i.e., Vigo at the right). The northward  ux in the eastern part of the section (Fig. 3b) is
noisy due to eddy activity in the upper layers of the eastern North Atlantic (Paillet, 1999)
(Fig. 2b). On the eastern  ank of the MAR, from 1500 to 1700 km, a strong eddy is
distinguished (see also Fig. 2b). The NAC signature is clearly evident in the steep transport
increase to 28.4 Sv from about 1700 to 2500 km (stations 50 to 64). As described by Bacon
(1997), the strength of the general circulationof the Subpolar gyre can be deduced from the
southward  ux between Cape Farewell and the center of the Irminger Basin, associated
with the EGC and DSOW. In agreement with Bacon’s analysis, we obtained a transport of
225.4 Sv southward over this region which effectively balances the northward  ow in the
NAC.
A northward  ux of 2.2 Sv was obtained in the Iberian Basin for waters denser thans25
37 kg m23. In the context of global circulation this  ux corresponds with the 2 Sv of
modi ed Antarctic BottomWater (Schmitz and McCartney, 1993; Schmitz, 1996)  owing
northward across the Iberian Basin to join the over ows. Regarding the deep  ow in the
CGFZ, a southwestward  ow of 22.6 Sv for s2 . 36.93 kg m
23 is included in our
circulation in agreement with Saunders’ (1994) mean transport estimate.
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4. Property transports: Components and net budgets
a. Heat
A poleward heat  ux of 0.69 6 0.1 PW (see Appendix for the error assessment) was
computed across the 4x section. Yet, this value is biased as the section was sampled in
Figure 3. Baroclinic (a) and horizontal (b) components of the mass transport across the 4x section.
The horizontal transport is accumulated from zero at Vigo. The vertical integrated baroclinic
transport down to 1000 db is 14.8 Sv, 216.5 Sv from 1100 to 3200 db and 1.7 Sv below 3200 db.
(1 Sv5 106 m3 s2 1). The upper axis in Figure 3b shows station positions.
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summer. If we homogenize the upper 210 db with the temperature at 210 db to simulate
deep winter mixed layers, the heat transport is reduced to 0.60 PW. Thus, the most likely
annualmean for the heat transport across the 4x sectionwould be 0.656 0.1 PW poleward.
However, in order to maintain the consistency of our exposition in this manuscript, we will
concentrate on the results from the real data taken during the cruise.
As they conserve mass by de nition, the baroclinic and horizontal heat  uxes contribute
directly and, in this case, to almost all the northward heat transport (54 and 45%,
respectively, Table 3). The barotropic component must be combined with the Ekman
transport and the  ux in the bottom triangles to determine the barotropic heat  ux with
mass conservation (0.01 PW, being only a 1% of the total, Table 3).
The baroclinic heat  ux represents a northward transport of 0.37 PW (Table 3), which is
mainly concentrated in the upper 1000 db of the water column (Fig. 4a), with a weak
northward heat  ow at intermediate levels. Thus, the overturning cell across the southern
boundary of the Subpolar North Atlantic is compensating the heat loss to the atmosphere
north of the section associated with water mass transformation. Figure 4b shows the
accumulated horizontal heat transport from Vigo on the right, this plot is directly correlated
with the accumulated horizontal mass transport (Fig. 3b) until the MAR (about 1700 km
from Vigo), westwards they are inversely correlated. This is due to the fact that
temperature anomalies (u9( x, z)) are mainly positive (warmer than the section mean) east
of theMAR, whereas northwestward of theMAR they are negative (cooler than the section
mean). These anomalies combined with the northward transport east of the MAR and
southward transport west of the ridge shown in Figure 3b yield the along-section
distribution of the horizontal heat  uxes. Figure 4c reveals the strong eddy activity in the
eastern North Atlantic from Vigo to the Azores-Biscay Rise (about 1000 km offshore
Vigo), but these eddies do not transport any heat. The eddy  elds within the NAC and the
EGC transport 20.14 PW and 0.35 PW, southwestward and northeastward, respectively.
At  rst sight these results are unexpected due to the high northeastward and southwestward
transport associated with the NAC and EGC, respectively. However, velocity anomalies
are positive (higher than the section zonal mean) within the NAC and negative (lower than
the section zonal mean) in the EGC. In the case of temperature, the NAC is associated with
a thermal front separatingwarmer (positive temperature anomalies) southward from colder
waters (negative anomalies) northward, whereas the EGC temperature anomalies are
uniformly negative. The combination of the velocity and temperature anomalies renders a
total eddy  ux negative within the NAC and positive at the EGC. So, the horizontal
circulation within the NAC contributes to cool the ocean north of the section and the EGC
does the opposite, leaving warmer waters north of the section.
In the context of the North Atlantic meridional heat transports estimated by bulk
formulae (Hastenrath, 1982; Isemer et al., 1989; Semtner and Chervin, 1992; Trenberth
and Solomon, 1994) and inverse models (Schiller, 1995; Schlitzer, 1993), our obtained
value of 0.65 6 0.1 PW poleward is within the ranges given by those authors. No direct
comparison, however, is possible since our section is not zonal. According to Macdonald
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and Wunsch (1996); Rintoul and Wunsch (1991) and Sato and Rossby (2000) the heat
transport across 36N is 1 6 0.2 PW, 1.3 6 0.2 PW or 1.4 6 0.3 PW, respectively.
Likewise, between Cape Farewell and Ireland (CONVEX section) 0.28 6 0.06 PW
(Bacon, 1997) is transported northward. In the light of these  gures it seems that the heat
loss to the atmosphere in the eastern North Atlantic between our section and that studied by
Bacon (1997) is somewhat higher than we had expected.
A more detailed analysis can be performed. We have calculated the surface heat  uxes
for the boxes bound by the 36N, the 4x and the CONVEX sections (Fig. 1), and compared
Figure 4. Baroclinic (a and b) and horizontal (c and d) components of the heat and salt transports
across the 4x section. The horizontal transport is accumulated from zero at Vigo. The insets in (a)
and (b) show the zonally averaged pro les of temperature and salinity along with the correspond-
ing section mean values. The baroclinic pro le is the deviation from the mean value as a function
of depth. The upper axis in Figure 4c and d shows station positions.
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them with the corresponding climatological mean values from the annual mean net heat
 ux given in the SOC climatology (Josey et al., 1998). A disagreement between the
climatological and hydrographic estimates (Table 4) is found. The climatological heat
losses are considerably weaker than the hydrographic values. This discrepancy was also
noticed by Josey et al. (1999) in a box comprised between 36N and the CONVEX sections
and mainly ascribed to an underestimation of the heat loss over boundary currents due to a
problem in the estimation of the latent heat  ux. However, a greater disagreement between
the two sets of calculations is localized in the eastern North Atlantic, a relevant area of
winter convection where Subpolar Mode Water and Eastern North Atlantic Central Water
are formed (McCartney and Talley, 1982; Pollard et al., 1996).
If it is assumed that the North Atlantic is an open basin north of our section, the impact of
a  ux of about 0.8 Sv through the Bering Strait (Roach et al., 1995) at a temperature of
about 0°C (Coachman et al., 1975) is negligible. Balancing this barotropic  ux by an
additional 20.8 Sv  owing across the section at 5.18°C would introduce an additional
southwestward heat transport of only 0.02 PW. Likewise, balancing net precipitation plus
runoff over the northern North Atlantic introduces a negligible southwestward heat  ux of
20.008 PW.
b. Salt and freshwater
The baroclinic and horizontal salt  uxes are both northward across the 4x section and
both resemble those of heat (Fig. 4). The overturning circulation transports salt toward the
north in a two-lobe structure, within the upper 1200 db and between 1400 and 3300 db
(Fig. 4b). The accumulated horizontal salt transport (Fig. 4d) shows that in the Iberian
Abyssal Plain (up to station 34) there is low northward transport despite the strong eddy
activity. The strongest horizontal  uxes are concentrated in the NAC and EGC systems,
with opposite directions,25.9 Mkg s21 and 10.4 Mkg s21, respectively.
Combining the thermohaline circulation mechanisms, the overturning circulation has a
two-lobe structure with warmer and more saline (with respect to the section average)
waters  owing northeastward in the upper 1200 db, mainly in the NAC system, returning
southwestward colder and fresher at intermediate levels. Consequently, in both layers there
is a northeastward transport of heat and salt. The vertical overturning circulation helps to
Table 4. Heat convergence, loss to the atmosphere, between sections in the North Atlantic Ocean,
calculated from the SOC mean annual heat  ux (Josey et al., 1999) (SOC heat  ux) and from
hydrographicestimations (Hydro. heat  ux) taken from Rintoul andWunsch (1991),Bacon (1997)
and this work, for the 36N, the CONVEX and the 4x sections (using 0.65 PW), respectively.
Area
(101 2 m2 )
SOC heat  ux
(W m22 )




36N-CONVEX 9.6 233 2106 273
36N-4x 6.3 224 2103 279
4x-CONVEX 3.3 29 2112 2103
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compensate for the air-sea heat loss and the net precipitation plus runoff over the northern
North Atlantic. The horizontal thermohaline  uxes are associated with the cyclonic
Subpolar gyre circulation: warmer, saltier waters  ow northeastward in the NAC and
return southwestward at colder temperature and lower salinity in the EGC. This Subpolar
gyre circulation also helps to compensate for the air-sea heat exchange and net precipita-
tion over the northern North Atlantic. The baroclinic and horizontal circulation each
contribute about half of the total heat and salt transports across the 4x section.
The total barotropic salt transport (barotropic plus bottom triangle and Ekman trans-
ports) must counterbalance the northward salt transport due to the baroclinic and horizontal
contributions in order to conserve salt for the region north of the 4x section. Here, the
barotropic salt transport is 214.4 Mkg s21 (Table 3), and almost all of this southward salt
transport is due to a net southward mass transport of 20.4 Sv, which corresponds to the
precipitation plus runoff north of the 4x section. Thus, in order to maintain the salt budget
in the region, a southwestwardsmass transport is required to compensate the northeastward
baroclinic and horizontal salt  ux contributions.
Assuming that the Arctic Ocean is a closed basin, salt must be conserved and thus, the
salt  ux across the section has been forced to be zero given the uncertainty in the  ux
calculations of 20.8 6 6.7 Mkg s21 (Table 3). Therefore, the mass or volume imbalance
corresponds to the net gain of freshwater at the ocean surface due to precipitation and
runoff. According to our calculations, 20.4 6 1.5 Sv exits southwestward across our
section, a value fortuitously equal to estimates of the total freshwater loss to maintain the
strength of the meridional overturning circulation (Zaucker et al., 1994). Of the 0.4 Sv,
0.18 Sv corresponds to the coastal runoff into the Arctic and the northwestern European
coast (Baumgartner and Reichel, 1975), and about 0.22 Sv corresponds to net precipitation
over the Arctic and northeastern North Atlantic con rming that precipitation dominates
over evaporation at high latitudes (Bera´nger et al., 1999; Schmitt et al., 1989). The
corresponding precipitation over the northeastern North Atlantic can be estimated from the
SOC climatology atlas to be 0.09 Sv as an annual mean. Therefore, the net precipitation
over the Arctic plus the sea-ice melting are about 0.13 Sv. The runoff into the Arctic is
about 0.11 Sv (Baumgartner and Reichel, 1975). In consequence, the Arctic freshwater
gain can be calculated to be 0.24 Sv. This estimation is similar to the direct estimate given
by Aagaard and Carmack (1989) of 0.20 Sv, the freshwater balance performed by Bauch et
al. (1995) of 0.21–0.26 Sv, or that calculated by oceanic budgeting given by Bacon (1997)
of 0.176 0.06 Sv.
Until now, we have been considering the area north of the 4x section to be closed,
implicitly assuming that the Bering Straits  ow enters the North Atlantic through the
Canadian Archipelago and not across the 4x section. If instead we assume that the  ow
through the Bering Strait carries 26.7 6 3.3 Mkg s21 of salt (Coachman and Aagaard,
1989) out of the Paci c into the Arctic and then into the northern Atlantic, to maintain salt
conservation an equal amount of salt must be transported southwards across the 4x section
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and through the Atlantic (Wijffels et al., 1992). In our case, conserving mass across
section, the volume  ux (5) and the salt  ux (6) can be written simply as:
w 1 TB 1 T4x
N 5 0 (5)
w0 1 TBSB 1 T9S9 1 T4x
N S 5 0 (6)
where w is the precipitation plus runoff minus evaporation budget north of the section, TB
is the transport through the Bering Strait (0.8 Sv) at a salinity (SB) of 32.5, T4x
N stands for
the net or barotropic transport across the section with a mean salinity (S) of 35.10. T9S9
corresponds to the baroclinic and horizontal salinity transport for a zero net volume  ux,
equal to 13.12 Sv psu. From these equations we obtain a net freshwater input, w, of
0.32 Sv, similar to our previous estimate given the uncertainties in the calculations. Thus,
the barotropic transport of salt (T4x
N S) is239.3 Sv psu southwestward, while the baroclinic
and barotropic terms amount to 13.1 Sv psu northeastward, so the net salt  ow through the
4x section amounts to 226.2 Sv psu ( > 227.1 z 106 kg s21) southwestward, not different
given the errors from the quantity required by Wijffels et al. (1992). Thus, including the
Bering Straits  ow across the 4x section adjusts the net P - E1 R for the region north of the
4x section from 0.4 Sv to 0.32 Sv. The total freshwater  ow across the section would
amount to21.12 z 109 kg s21 southwestward, which is the sum of the net freshwater input
and the Bering Strait contribution [(TB 1 w)(1 2 S/1000)]r. This value is higher than
that given by Wijffels et al. (1992), who integrated Baumgartner and Reichel’s (1975)
compilation of the air-sea freshwater exchange and runoff over the Atlantic from the
reference transport through the Bering Strait. The disagreement is probably due to a low
estimation of the evaporation minus precipitation by Baumgartner and Reichel (1975),
because our value is similar to the freshwater  uxes given by da Silva et al. (1996) or
Bera´nger et al. (1999).
c. Nutrients and oxygen
Only a few studies have dealt with the nutrient (nitrate, phosphate, silicate) and oxygen
 uxes across oceanic sections (Brewer and Dyrssen, 1987; Ganachaud andWunsch, 1998;
Holfort and Siedler, 2001; Rintoul and Wunsch, 1991; Robbins and Bryden, 1994;
Schlitzer, 1988). With the completion of the WOCE observational phase new estimates
should be available soon. Based on our circulation across the 4x section, the Subpolar
North Atlantic exports nutrients and oxygen southwards towards the Subtropical gyre
(Table 3).
Nitrate and phosphate are exported southwestward across the 4x section at 250 6
19 kmol s21 and 26 6 2 kmol s21, respectively. Likewise, oxygen is transported south-
westward at 21992 6 440 kmol s21. The silicate transport (226 6 15 kmol s21) was
imposed in order to constrain the circulation, as explained previously. The principal
contributors to these transports are the baroclinic and horizontal circulations while the
barotropic contributions are small (Table 3). The main mechanism contributing to the
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southwestward  ux of nutrients is the baroclinic or overturning circulation, whereas in the
case of oxygen the principal contributor is the large-scale horizontal circulation. The total
net barotropic transport (barotropic plus Ekman plus bottom triangle transports) contrib-
utes nitrate, phosphate, silicate and oxygen  uxes of only 11, 0, 22 and 2277 kmol s21,
respectively. The horizontal circulation drives a remarkable southwestward  ux of oxygen
while the horizontal component for nitrate or phosphate is practically zero and for silicate
is northward helping to compensate for the high southward baroclinic silicate transport.
The baroclinic pro les of nitrate and phosphate (insets in Fig. 5a and b) are related with a
slope of 14.3 6 0.02 (r2 5 0.989, p , 0.001), close to the DN/DP Red eld ratio of
16 6 1 (Anderson and Sarmiento, 1994). The upper 1000 db presents much lower
concentrationsof nitrate and phosphate (insets in Fig. 5a and b) than the section mean, this
layer is  owing northeastwards (Fig. 3a), so the baroclinic transports are southwestwards
(Fig. 5a and b). The intermediate layer indicates concentrations slightly above the section
mean, which combined with the zonal transport  uxes at this layer yield a small
southwestward baroclinic  ux for both nutrients.At deeper levels where the concentrations
are much higher than the mean, the southwestward transport is very small making limited
contribution to the northeastward baroclinic  ux. Consequently, the overturning circula-
tion removes nitrate and phosphate from the region north of the 4x section mainly in the
upper 1000 db, but with a small contribution centered at 3000 db, because it transports
nutrient-depleted surface waters northeastwards and nutrient-rich intermediate waters
southwestward, both contributing to the southwestward transports.
Regarding silicate, the baroclinic transport (Fig. 5c) also presents similar southwestward
 ux in the upper layer, but as well, a signi cant  ux at intermediate levels partially
compensated by the deep and bottom northeastward  ow. So the overturning circulation
removes silicate from the region north of our section within the upper 1000 db and in a
layer centered at 3000 db.
The baroclinic structure of the oxygen transport (Fig. 5d) reveals a two-lobe distribution
centered at 700 db and 2000 db at the extremes of the mean oxygen pro le (inset on Fig.
5d): the upper minimum just below the euphotic zone and the deeper maximum ascribed to
LSW. Thus, the upper waters  owing northeastward are oxygen poor, compared with the
section mean value, whereas the intermediate waters  owing southwestward are oxygen
rich. Both contribute to the export of oxygen from the Subpolar gyre.
The horizontal transports of nitrate and phosphate accumulated from the coast of Spain
are similar (Fig. 5e and f) and the overall horizontal nutrient  uxes are practically zero
(Table 3). The main absolute contributors to the horizontal transport of these nutrients are
the NAC and EGC. The NAC is  owing northeastward (Fig. 3b) where nutrients mainly
present positive anomalies (higher concentrations), balanced by the EGC, which is  owing
southwestward also coupled with positive nutrients’ anomalies.
Silicate is transported northeastward due to the large-scale gyre circulation (Table 3, Fig.
5g). In the eastern basin the  ux is slightly southeastward but it then accumulates
northeastward along the rest of the section, especially in the NAC (Fig. 5g). The highest
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Figure 5. Baroclinic (a to d) and horizontal (e to h) components of the nitrate (NO3 ), phosphate
(PO4), silicate (SiO4) and oxygen (O2) transports across the 4x section. The horizontal transport is
accumulated from zero at Vigo. The insets in  gures a to d show the zonally averaged pro les of
the chemical properties along with the corresponding section mean values. The baroclinic pro le
of each property is the deviation from the mean value as a function of depth. The upper axis in
Figure 5e to h shows station positions.
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anomalies in the silicate distribution are at about 3000 db. Thus the main horizontal cell is
driven by deep high silicate waters  owing northeastward east of the MAR returning
southwestward with a lower silicate concentrationwest of the MAR.
The vertical distribution of the oxygen anomalies (O92( x, z)) along the section is shown
in Figure 6. It reveals the strong horizontal contrast in the oxygen content for waters
between 500 and 1000 db. On the eastern side of the section centered at 1000 db, the low
oxygen anomalies point to the in uence of the oxygen-depleted Mediterranean Water
(A´lvarez et al., 2002), whereas on the western end the in uence of the high oxygen LSW is
clearly discerned. The large-scale gyre circulation explains 62% of the total oxygen
transport toward the Subtropical gyre, with the EGC being the main contributor (80%) to
the total horizontal  ow (Fig. 5h). In this area, oxygen rich waters (Fig. 6) are  owing
southwestward (Fig. 2b) and, thus exporting oxygen from the Subpolar gyre.
d. Area-averaged biogeochemical balances
To put the former  uxes into context we can examine the basin-scale biogeochemical
budgets for the regions north of the 4x section and for the box between the 4x and 36N
sections (Fig. 1). Initially,we formulate the following nitrate budget for the Atlantic Ocean
north of the 4x section assuming a steady-state:
Figure 6. Vertical distribution of the oxygen anomalies (O92 ( x, z) in mmol kg
2 1) along the 4x
section. The upper axis shows station positions.
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DNO3
Dt
5 I 2 O 1 NPNO3 5 0. (7)
The inputs (I) minus the outputs (O) of nitrate must be balanced by the net production of
nitrate due to biological activity (NPNO3). The temporal scale of this assumption can be
roughly calculated as the  ushing time of the ocean north of the section (total volume of the
ocean north of the section divided by the outwards volume  ux across the section),
estimated here as about 10 years. Estimates provided by an atmospheric chemical model
suggest an atmospheric deposition of nitrate in open ocean and coastal waters north of the
4x section of about 2 kmol s21 and 2 kmol s21, respectively (Prospero et al., 1996).
According to Lipschultz and Owens (1996), nitrogen  xation north of the 4x section can be
neglected. The river supply of nitrate north of the section without the Arctic contribution
can be roughly estimated from the total input of nitrogen into the area, about 6 kmol s21
(Howarth et al., 1996) and from the percentage contribution of nitrate, about 26%
according to Wollast (1993). This represents about 1.6 kmol s21 of nitrate from river
runoff. However, in estuaries and shelves, denitri cation removes nitrate and Nixon et al.
(1996) estimated an output of nitrate due to this process of about 5.7 kmol s21 for the
eastern boundary between 40–70N. The Arctic also contributes about 9.5 kmol s21
(Anderson and Dyrssen, 1981; Anderson et al., 1983). Figure 7a shows a schematic
representation of the nitrate budget north of the 4x section. According to our circulation
estimates 250 6 19 kmol s21 of nitrate is exported across the section. Thus, this nitrate
export must come from a net mineralization of organic nitrogen north of the 4x section
producing 40.6 6 14 kmol s21 of nitrate (see Appendix for the error assessment),
indicating that this region behaves as a net heterotrophic system, in agreement with the
analysis by Schlu¨ter et al. (2000) for the northern North Atlantic between 60–80N.
Figure 7. (a) Nitrate (NO3) and (b) organic nitrogen (Norg) plus ammonium (NH4 ) budgets north of
the 4x section and within the box comprised between the 4x and the 36N sections.All numbers are
in kmol s21 . Open horizontal arrows indicate river input, dark arrows indicate the  uxes across the
sections, open squared arrows for the Arctic contribution, dots for the atmospheric input, open
vertical arrows for sedimentation and crosses for the losses to the atmosphere. The NH4
contributionsare underlined.Processes over the shelves (sedimentationand atmospheric input) are
presented as bold numbers.
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Next we consider the budget of organic nitrogen (dissolved, suspended and sedimented)
also in steady state:
DNorg
Dt
5 I 2 O 2 Sed 1 NPorg 5 0. (8)
where the inputs (I) minus the outputs (O) minus sedimentation (Sed) are balanced by
biologically-mediated consumption or production of organic nitrogen (NPorg). In this
balance we must also include the ammonium contribution as a reduced form of nitrogen.
For inputs, atmospheric deposition represents about 13 kmol s21 of organic nitrogen
(Cornell et al., 1995) and 4.3 kmol s21 of ammonium (Duce et al., 1991). River runoff
introduces 2 kmol s21 as ammonium and 2.4 kmol s21 as organic nitrogen, with a total
nitrogen input (nitrate, ammonium and organic nitrogen) equal to 6 kmol s21, as given by
Howarth et al. (1996). The total mean contribution of nitrogen from the Arctic is
47 kmol s21 (Michaels et al., 1996). Given that 9.5 kmol s21 come as nitrate and the
negligible ammonium contribution (about 0.03 kmol s21, Gordeev et al., 1996), most of
the rest must be organic nitrogen. Organic nitrogen sedimentation in the open ocean north
of the 4x section is very low, about 0.32 kmol s21 according to Michaels et al. (1996).
Likewise, the sedimentation in the shelves has been estimated to be 1.2 kmol s21 (Wollast,
1998).We assume that only 20% of the organic nitrogen introducedby rivers is bioreactive
(Wollast, 1993). If no accumulation of nitrogen is taking place in the ocean, the production
of inorganic nitrogen must be balanced by the consumption of labile organic nitrogen plus
ammonium and vice versa, thus NPorg would be roughly equal to 240.6 6 14 kmol s
21.
Thus, we end up estimating an import of organic nitrogen plus ammonium from south of
the 4x section roughly equal to 156 16 kmol s21 (Fig. 7b).
The Subpolar gyre ventilates the Subtropical region with an oxygen export of219926
440 kmol s21. The oxygen input from river runoff can be estimated assuming oxygen
saturation and a river temperature of 10°C, corresponding to an oxygen concentration of
353 mmol kg21. The river input into the ocean north of our section is 0.18 Sv, thus about
65 kmol s21 of oxygen are introduced by rivers, quite a small quantity. A nitrate
productionof 40.6 kmol s21 translates into an oxygen consumptionof 4316 149 kmol s21
using the DO2/DN 5 2170/16 ratio of Anderson and Sarmiento (1994) since most of the
reduced nitrogen is organic nitrogenwith a very small quantity of ammonium. If no oxygen
accumulation is taking place in the ocean north of the 4x section there exists an air to sea
 ux of 2358 6 460 kmol s21, equal to 4.6 mol m22 y21, in agreement with the range of
 uxes predicted by Najjar and Keeling (2000) based on oxygen, wind speed and heat  ux
climatologies (Najjar and Keeling, 1997).
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where FTO2 is the thermally driven oxygen  ux, Q is the air-sea heat  ux and CP is the
speci c heat capacity, taken to be constant at 3993 J kg21K21. The average variation of
the oxygen saturation with temperature between 0 and 20°C is only 6 mmol kg21K21.
From the heat transport across the 4x sectionQ is taken to be 0.656 0.1 PW for the region
north of the 4x section. Thus, this heat loss to the atmosphere drives an oxygen thermal
in ux of 977 6 150 kmol s21. This quantity can be considered as a lower limit, since
cooling reduces the partial pressure of oxygen in water and mixing exposes oxygen-poor
underlying waters, and both effects are additive, enhancing the oxygen  ux into the ocean.
In summary, the Arctic-Subpolar region north of the 4x section behaves as a heterotro-
phic system, where nitrate is produced as a consequence of a net organic matter
remineralization. A signi cant portion of this organic matter is imported from the
temperate North Atlantic, south of the 4x section. Oxygen must be taken up from the
atmosphere to accomplish the net remineralization. In addition, as a region of deep and
mode water formation, the Arctic-Subpolar region takes up oxygen from the atmosphere as
a result of the thermally driven  ux. Thus, in the Arctic-Subpolar area both the solubility
and biological pumps drive a remarkable oxygen uptake by the ocean, with a likely greater
contribution from the solubility pump.
For the region south of the 4x section we will now use the Rintoul and Wunsch (1991)
and Ganachaud and Wunsch (1998) transport results for the 36N zonal section in order to
obtain sensible nitrate, organic nitrogen and oxygen budgets between the 4x and 36N
sections (Fig. 1). Therefore, the following analysis will depend both on our analysis of the
4x section reported here and on the Rintoul and Wunsch’s (1991) and Ganachaud and
Wunsch’s (1998) analysis of the 36N section. In this regard, Rintoul and Wunsch (1991)
calculated a northward nitrate  ux of 119 6 35 kmol s21 and a southward oxygen  ux of
22940 6 180 kmol s21 from a regional inverse model. Ganachaud and Wunsch (1998)
using a global inverse model proposed a northward nitrate and a southward oxygen  ux of
120 6 50 kmol s21 and 23500 6 800 kmol s21, respectively. Combined with the 4x
results presented here, these  gures suggest a nitrate convergence of about 170 6
71 kmol s21 and an oxygen divergence ranging from 948 to 1508 kmol s21.
Nitrate and organic nitrogen (plus ammonium) budgets for the box comprised within the
4x and the 36N section were performed, using Eqs. 7 and 8, and the same assumptions and
data sources as in the previous budgets (Fig. 7). We estimate a net consumption of nitrate
of 162 6 56 kmol s21 for the region between the sections, and a organic nitrogen export
southwards across 36N of21546 66 kmol s21.
The difference between our estimate for the heat  ux across the 4x section and that from
Rintoul and Wunsch (1991) across 36N is 0.556 0.2 PW. Using Eq. 9 this heat loss to the
atmosphere implies an oxygen thermal in ux of 826 6 300 kmol s21 within the region
between both sections, probablymainly captured within the Labrador Sea convection area.
River runoff into the region contributes 26 kmol s21 (estimated assuming oxygen satura-
tion at a mean river temperature). The consumption of nitrate within the box implies an
oxygen production of 1721 6 595 kmol s21 (DO2/DN 5 2170/16, Anderson and Sar-
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miento, 1994). Summing up, about 2350 kmol s21 of oxygen are introduced within the
box, exceeding the hydrographic oxygen divergence range (948–1508 kmol s21) and
pointing to a net oxygen out-gassing of 7996 799 kmol s21 toward the atmosphere in this
temperate area, in agreement with the results of Boyer et al. (1999).
Lacking any measurements of organic nitrogen either as dissolved or particulate, our
conclusions concerning the biogeochemical behavior of the temperate North Atlantic
between the 4x and the 36N sections as an organic nitrogen source remain speculative.
However, indirect evidence supports our hypotheses. High levels of primary production
are reported for the area (Antoine et al., 1996; Berger, 1989; Longhurst et al., 1995). This
implies high concentrations of organic matter, particulate or dissolved, as inferred by
Bishop (1989) using empirical functions relating a well measured quantity (ocean tempera-
ture, nutrients or light) with organic matter abundance.Moreover, given the low sedimen-
tation rates of the area (Broecker and Peng, 1982; Jahnke, 1996; Lampitt and Antia, 1997)
this organic matter is prone to be exported outward or recycled within the water column. If
remineralized, there should be a transport of nitrate across 36N and/or the 4x sections, but
neither the results of Rintoul and Wunsch (1991) nor ours suggest so. Moreover, given that
there is no accumulation of nitrogen in the area (steady-state assumption) and only 1% of
the organic matter produced reaches the deep-sea  oor (Lampitt and Antia, 1997), the
organic nitrogen produced cannot be recycled within the area and must be exported, thus,
ascribed to the whole water column new production. In this sense, our 162 kmol s21 of
produced nitrogen can be translated into a new production rate of about 74 gC m22 y21,
using the Anderson and Sarmiento (1994) DC/DN ratio, representing 24% of the total
primary production (303 gC m22 y21) estimated by Longhurst et al. (1995) for the region
between the sections. Unfortunately, these numbers cannot be compared with the estima-
tions given in the literature which are principallyde ned for the euphotic zone (e.g. Berger,
1989; Campbell and Aarup, 1992; Eppley and Peterson, 1979).
On the other hand, oxidation of the organic nitrogen exported southward across 36N in
its transit to the Subtropical gyre could provide the necessary regenerated nitrate going
northward across 36N (Rintoul and Wunsch, 1991; Ganachaud andWunsch, 1998), and/or
 owing southward across 24N according to Lav õ´ n (1999). Additionally, this oxidation
would explain the high OUR (Oxygen UtilizationRates) reported by Jenkins and Goldman
(1985) in the subtropical area south of 36N. Finally, this southward  ux of organic nitrogen
would also support the hypothesis of a net lateral input of organic matter into the
Subtropical gyre, in order to balance the estimated nitrate budget on the basis of radon
measurements performed by Sarmiento et al. (1990). Moreover, our results also support
one of the possible scenarios dealing with the transport of dissolved organic nitrogen in the
North Atlantic proposed by Walsh et al. (1992) in which 170 kmol s21  ow southward
across 36N.
If the Bering Strait  ow of 20.8 Sv (Roach et al., 1995) is added barotropically across
the 4x section  owing at the sectionmean value of each property, there would be additional
southward nitrate, phosphate, silicate and oxygen transports of 214, 21, 213 and
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2209 kmol s21, respectively. Given the range of uncertainty of the  uxes (Table 3) these
contributions are relatively low.
5. Summary and concluding remarks
Hydrographic and chemical data from theWOCE A25 (4x cruise) allowed us to estimate
the transport of physical and chemical properties across the southern boundary of the
Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean. The “initial guess” for the circulation is obtained by
modifying the geostrophic velocity  eld calculated for a  xed level of no motion with
barotropic adjustments applied in speci c areas in order to reproduce the closest-to-reality
estimate of the velocity  eld, and with a  nal uniform velocity adjustment to conserve
mass and salt, as we assume the North Atlantic Ocean north of the 4x section to be a closed
basin. The ageostrophicwind-driven Ekman transport is calculated taking into account the
seasonal variations of the wind stress, taken from the SOC climatology (Josey et al., 2002),
and of the properties in the Ekman layer, taken from the World Ocean Atlas 1998 data set.
Finally, over this “initial guess” an inverse method is implemented so as to force the
silicate  ux to be in agreement with the input of silicate north of the section, about
26 kmol s21 according to Tre´guer et al. (1995). Thus the “best estimate” of the circulation
is obtained. The main sources of error affecting the mass and property transports are
evaluated, revealing the signi cance of a proper spatial coverage to resolve the eddy scale.
The calculated “best estimate” of the circulation across the 4x section is consistent with
the current knowledge about water mass transports in the Subpolar North Atlantic. The
strength of the Subpolar gyre is225.4 Sv comprising the southward transport of Denmark
Strait Over owWater (DSOW) within the East Greenland Current (EGC), which balances
the northeastward transport of the North Atlantic Current (NAC) system of 27.7 Sv. Over
the Iberian Abyssal Plain 2.6 Sv of waters with s2 . 36.98 kg m
23  ow northward,
re ecting the 2 Sv of Antarctic Bottom Water entering the eastern North Atlantic basin
across the Vema fracture (Schmitz and McCartney, 1993).
With the aim of understanding the processes leading the transports of the physical and
chemical properties the geostrophic  uxes are decomposed into their barotropic, baroclinic
and horizontal components following Bryden et al. (1991). The overturning circulation
across the Subpolar gyre is evaluated as the integrated baroclinic  ow of 216.5 6 3.6 Sv
southward between 1100 and 3200 db, which are compensated by a northward  ow in the
upper 1100 db of 14.8 Sv and of 1.7 Sv below 3200 db.
The net heat  ux across the section amounts to 0.65 6 0.1 PW poleward. The
overturning cell contributes 54% of the heat loss to the atmosphere due to water mass
formation north of the section, with the remaining 45% ascribed to the horizontal
circulation.
The combination of our results with those from Bacon (1997) and Rintoul and Wunsch
(1991) for a section from Ireland to Cape Farewell and the 36N zonal section, respectively,
allows us to make a direct estimate of the heat convergence between sectionswhich reveals
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a great discrepancy with the annual heat loss calculated from the SOC climatology,
especially in the eastern North Atlantic Ocean.
As the salt transport across the section is practically negligible (20.8 6 6.7 Mkg s21),
the mass imbalance, 20.4 6 1.5 Sv southwestward, is equivalent to an excess of
precipitation plus runoff over evaporation over the North Atlantic Ocean north of the 4x
section.
According to our estimates the North Atlantic Subpolar gyre exports nutrients and
oxygen toward the temperate North Atlantic, at rates of 250 6 19, 26 6 2, 21992 6
440 kmol s21 for nitrate, phosphate and oxygen, respectively. The main mechanism
responsible for the nutrient  uxes is the overturning circulation removing nutrients from
the region north of the 4x section, as it transports nutrient-poorsurface water northeastward
and nutrient-rich deeper water southwestward. In the case of oxygen, the principal
contributor is the horizontal circulation due to the strong oxygen contrast in the 500 to
1000 db layer between the western and eastern ends of the section. High oxygen Labrador
Sea Water  ows south in the west while low oxygen older waters, includingMediterranean
Water,  ow north in the east.
Assuming that the nitrate budget is in steady state on time-scales of about 10 years, we
evaluate the sources and sinks of nitrate within the region between the Bering Strait and the
4x section (Arctic-Subpolar region). Our  ndings point to a net heterotrophic system,
producing nitrate at 40.6 6 14 kmol s21 as a result of a net remineralization of organic
matter, which is partially imported from the temperate North Atlantic.
The poleward transport of nitrate across 36N (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 1998; Rintoul
and Wunsch, 1991) and its equatorward transport across the 4x section cause a conver-
gence of nitrate in the temperate North Atlantic Ocean. A tentative nitrogen budget suggest
that this region behaves as a source of organic nitrogen, with a northward transport of
organic nitrogen across the 4x section of 15 6 16 kmol s21 and a southward transport
across the 36N section of 154 6 66 kmol s21. While this hypothesis will remain tentative
until organic nitrogen measurements are done across the two sections, it is supported by
indirect evidence. The high levels of primary production (Antoine et al., 1996; Berger,
1989; Longhurst et al., 1995) reported for the area between the sections imply high
concentrations of organic matter (Bishop, 1989). Given low sedimentation rates (Jahnke,
1996) the organic matter must be exported, since no outwards nitrate transport is obtained
either across the 4x or the 36N section. The oxidation of this southward- owing organic
nitrogen across 36N would also explain the high oxygen utilization rates reported for the
Sargasso area (Jenkins and Goldman, 1985) and con rm one of the possible scenarios
dealing with the transport of dissolved organic nitrogen in the North Atlantic proposed by
Walsh et al. (1992).
The circulation scheme and transport results obtained across the WOCE A25, 4x section
are consistentwith both dynamical and biogeochemical principles. The computed  uxes of
physical and chemical species provide valuable information about the behavior of the
Subpolar North Atlantic on long time-scales. This information could be useful to constrain
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global ocean circulation models and helpful to predict future climate changes. We
emphasize the importance of inferring regional divergences/convergences of physical or
chemical properties when combining results from different transatlantic sections.We have
provided a tentative composite view for the nitrogen and oxygen budgets in the Subpolar
and temperate North Atlantic Ocean.
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APPENDIX
In this section we try to estimate the maximum error in the  uxes and budgets.
Error estimation on the  uxes
The likely error sources are the precision of the measurements, their temporal variabil-
ity, the spatial resolution of the sampling and errors on estimating the Ekman layer
transports. Moreover, we must consider the sensitivity of our calculations to the imposed
circulation on certain areas, the CGFZ, the EGC and the IAP, as well as the silicate
constraint. Another source of error arises from considering the North Atlantic Ocean north
of our section as a closed basin, disregarding the  ow through the Bering Strait, so the
impact of this assumption is assessed in the corresponding section dealing with each
property transport.
Measurements errors. Errors due to the uncertainty in pressure, salinity and temperature
determination can be considered negligible,not affecting the heat and freshwater transports
(Holfort and Siedler, 2001). Nitrate, phosphate, silicate and oxygen values have a
maximum error of 60.1 mmol kg21, 60.05 mmol kg21, 60.1 mmol kg21 and
61 mmol kg21, respectively. These errors are randomly distributed along the section and
should be small compared to other errors, so we do not take them into account.
Temporal variability errors. We are aware of the decadal and interannual changes in the
thermohaline characteristics of intermediate and deep waters within this oceanic area (e.g.,
Curry et al., 1998; Dickson et al., 1996; Read and Gould, 1992). Some studies concerned
the analyses of repeated full-depth ocean-wide hydrographic sections in the northern North
Atlantic (Bersch et al., 1999; Kolterman et al., 1999; Read and Gould, 1992; Sy et al.,
1997). Concretely, Kolterman et al. (1999) examined the decadal variability of the mass,
heat and freshwater transports across a section comprising the latitude band between
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43–48N, and suggested signi cant changes in the strength of the meridional overturning
circulation, leading to decadal changes in the transport of heat and freshwater. However, it
was beyond the scope of this paper to study the long-term variability of the transports
across the 4x section, and we assume our data to be climatologically representative of the
mean oceanic state.
Spatial resolution error. The 4x section comprises 89 stations separated by distances
ranging from 5 km to a maximum of 55 km, which should be close enough to resolve the
main eddy scale in the northern North Atlantic (50–100 km). On the other hand, the effect
of reducing the spatial resolution was assessed by reducing to half the number of stations
and calculating again the transports approximating the circulation  eld as explained in the
corresponding section, constraining the salt  ux to zero and the silicate transport to
226 kmol s21. Reducing the spatial resolution to half increases the heat transport from
0.69 to 0.71 PW, leading also to an increase in the southward nitrate, phosphate and
oxygen transports of 18%, 5% and 6%, respectively. Moreover, changes are produced in
the circulation  eld. The mass transport in the IAP for waters s2. 37 kg m
23 increases
from 2.2 to 2.6 Sv, in the EGC is reduced from 225.4 to224.8 Sv and the transport in the
CGFZ for waters su . 27.8 kg m
23 is reduced from 22.6 to22.1 Sv.
It is possible to make some estimate of the error incurred due to eddy activity. If the total
eddy transport of each property has an error equal to the standard deviation (STD) of the
eddy transports between station pairs. This STD is modi ed by a normally distributed
random number, this modi cation is done about a hundred times to re ect the number of
stations, and the STD of the net eddy  ux for the complete section is calculated. We
evaluate the error due to eddy activity as equal to this  nal STD. See Table A1 for the
estimated eddy error contribution of each property to the total  ux error.
Ekman error.Uncertainties in the Ekman transport arise from the differences in wind stress
climatologies, the actual temporal variability in the wind stress and the Ekman layer depth.
Table A1. “Best estimate”  nal transports (Final) across the 4x section and  ux errors due to the
eddy resolution (Eddy), variations in the Ekman transport (Ekman), in the patterns of circulation
across the section (Circ.), due to the inverse model settings (Inv.), the silicate constraint (Silicate)
and Bottom Triangles (BT). Units are Sv (106 m3 s2 1), PW (101 5 W), Mkg s2 1 (106 kg s21 ) and
kmol s21 (103 mol s21).
Final Eddy Ekman Circ. Inv. Silicate BT Total
Mass—Sv 20.40 1.25 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02 1.48
Heat—PW 0.69 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.11
Salt—Mkg s2 1 20.8 0.5 4.9 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 6.7
NO3—kmol s
21 250 2 1 4 6 2 4 19
PO4—kmol s
21 26 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
SiO4—kmol s
21 226 2 1 0 0 12 0 15
O2—kmol s
21 21992 31 38 152 180 24 15 440
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The SOC wind stress climatology was used in this study as representative of the wind
forcing during WOCE (Josey et al., 2002). This climatology includes data from 1980 to
1993, and was calculated using a drag coef cient con rmed by recent observational
analyses. Compared with the Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983) climatology in the North
Atlantic Subpolar gyre, the SOC analyses doubles the strength of the Ekman pumping.
This difference is ascribed to the different sampling periods and choice of drag coef cient
(Josey et al., 2002).
The Ekman layer depth was chosen to be 75 db for the whole section and we think that
the error due to its variability is lower than that ascribed to the seasonal variation of wind
stress and properties in the Ekman layer. In this sense, seasonal means for wind stress were
calculated and then coupled with the mean seasonal values for each property in the upper
75 db taken from the World Ocean Atlas 1998-NOAA. The Ekman transport calculated
from the annual mean wind stress is 21.36 Sv while the mean of the seasonal Ekman
transports is21.38 Sv. Likewise, the Ekman heat  ux decreases by 30%when considering
the seasonal variation of temperature, but the salt transport practically does not change.
The nitrate, phosphate, silicate and oxygenEkman transports decrease in a 21%, 32%, 55%
and 6%, respectively,when using the 4x values, mainly because the surface concentrations
of these chemical properties are biased to low summer values in the upper layer of our
section. The Ekman mass transport was allowed to vary 610% in order to calculate the
uncertainty due to the Ekman transport (Table A1).
Circulation error. The sensitivity of the  uxes to changes in the circulation is assessed by
varying our imposed mass transports in the CGFZ, the EGC and the IAP. Thus, in the
CGFZ the mass  ux for su . 27.8 kg m
23 was allowed to change within 22.4 6 0.5 Sv
(Saunders, 1994); the mass  ux was varied by2256 5 Sv over the whole water column of
the EGC (Bacon, 1997); and in the IAP by 0 6 2 Sv for s2. 37 kg m
23. Several sets of
combinations were evaluated and adjusted for a zero salt and 226 kmol s21 silicate
transport across the section. The circulation error was calculated as the minimumminus the
maximum transport of each property among all the combinationsdivided by two, thus, half
of the range of the new transports. The circulation errors (Table A1) are considered to be
due to changes in the main pattern of circulation across the 4x section and mainly ascribed
to alterations in the strength of the EGC (2256 5 Sv).
Inversion error. The sensitivity of the  nal  uxes to variations in the inverse model
solution was assessed by adding to the three principal constraints (no change in the mass
transport, salt conservation and a silicate  ux equal to 226 kmol s21) another three,
constraining the mass  ux over the CGFZ, the IAP and east of Greenland to be 22.4 Sv,
225 Sv and 0 Sv, respectively. Thus, there is a set of 5 equations to be solved with SVD.
The number of eigenvalues used to calculate the barotropic corrections, or matrix rank,
expresses the importance of the set of equations over the initial state. The higher the matrix
rank the better ful lment of the constraints but greater deviations are introduced in the
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initial velocity  eld. A system with 5 equations has 5 possible solutions, and therefore 5
sets of  nal  uxes can be calculated. The error due to the inverse model solution is
approximated as previously, with half of the range of the new calculated transports,
disregarding those obtained using just the  rst eigenvalue as it practically does not change
the initial state. See Table A1.
Within the inverse model error we must consider the effect of a wrong estimation of the
silicate river input or of the non-conservative nature due to biological activity. The silicate
error is assessed allowing a variation of615% around the226 kmol s21 value, within the
context of the usual SVD we performed. The range divided by two of the new  uxes is
considered to be the error ascribed to the silicate  ux. See Table A1.
Bottom triangles’ error. The velocity and properties’ distribution at the Bottom Triangles
(BT) can be approximated in different ways: some authors do not consider the  ow across
the BT when the velocity  eld has been already designed to conserve mass (e.g., Lav õ´ n et
al., 1998); others assume that the velocity decreases linearly from the deepest common
level to usually 1000 m below or to the bottom (e.g., Holfort and Siedler, 2001).
In this work the velocity at the BT is approximated to be the same as the velocity at the
deepest common level of each pair of stations. Correspondingly, the BT properties are
calculated as a weighted-mean taking into account the number of 20 db layers below the
maximum common level:
PropMean 5
O 1nn Prop~MCL 1 ii! p ~nn 1 1 2 ii!
nn p ~nn 1 1!/2
where PropMean is the weighted mean of the property at the BT, MCL is the Maximum
Common Level, Prop is the property concentration below the MCL at the deepest station
within each pair, nn is the number of levels below the MCL and ii is the counter.
For bottom triangles, we estimate the average property in the bottom triangle as a
triangle-weightedaverage of the property pro le at the deepest station and we consider this
estimate to have a negligible error for the BT property. Since the BT transport can only be
smaller than the approximation considered here, we recalculated the circulation  eld in the
same way but assuming no transport in the BT. The difference between the two
approximations is taken here as the error due to the BT de nition (Table A1). The small
error due to BT variations is a result of the fact that with and without BT transport the
circulation pattern is constrained similarly and that the section-averaged property is not
very different from the BT property for most of the properties.
In general, we tried to assess the main sources of uncertainty in the estimated transports
across the 4x section, giving the maximum contribution from each source of uncertainty.
The eddy error arises as the main contributor in constraining the mass  ux across the
section. Uncertainty in the Ekman transport mainly affects the salt transport with a minor
effect elsewhere. The largest uncertainties in the  uxes of heat, nitrate, phosphate and
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oxygen arise from alterations in the circulation across the section while variations in the
silicate constraint only slightly affect the  nal  uxes other than for silicate.
Error estimation on the budgets
The budgets of nitrate, organic nitrogen and oxygen performed in this work assume
steady state on time-scales on the order of the  ushing time for the considered region. A
maximum error is assigned to every known term of the balance (e.g.,  uxes across sections,
denitri cation, atmospheric inputs, sedimentation). For the  uxes, the error is taken from
the bibliographic source or directly from our estimations. A normally distributed random
number multiplies these maximum errors to be added to the initial values. Then, the
inferred quantity is calculated. This procedure is repeated a hundred times,  nally the
standard deviation (STD) of the resulting set of  uxes is obtained.This STD corresponds to
the error on the inferred variable in the budget equation.
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